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The figures in the margin indicate futl marks
for the questions

Answer Iive questions, selecting one
from each Unit

UNIT_I

1. Describe the 'magnetic field'of the earth. How
is it generated? Add a note on its importance.

3+2+2=7

2. Write descriptive notes on arly tLuo of t]le ,

following : . Syzx2-T
(a/ Radioactive dating
(b/ Geochronologr

(c/ Element abundance in earth's core
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U}IIT-II

3. Discuss various parameters affecting the
apparent or actual strength of earth's gravity. 7

4" Write descliptive rotes oo the following : '

3Yz+S%=7

(a) Heat flow of the earth
(b/ Polarity reversal

UNIT-III

5. Elucidate the following : 3Yz+3%=7

(a/ Orogeny
(b/ Epirogeny

5. What is 'sealloor spreading? Give evidences
in support of it. Add a note on Harry Hess's
hypothesis. 1+3+3=7

UNIT-NT

?. Describe any tuo of the following with
sketches :

(a/ Trenches

@/ Island arcs

(c/ Marginal basin

G1$-r50/163a
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9.

10.

(3t

Explain'continental'margin', Write a detailed
note on 'active margin' and lassive margin'
with the help of suitable figure. l+6=7

UNIT_V

What is lalaeoclimatologl? Give an account
of various techniques emplryed for
reconstructing the ancient climate. 2+5=7

Discuss variotrs factors responsible for
generation of oceao currents. 7
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(PART: A-oBJECTTVE )

I Marks: 20 )

The figures in the m.argin indicate fult marks for the questior*

SECTION_A

(Marks: 5 )

1. Choose the correct answer and put its number within

,- lL63

the brackets provided :

(a) Tlne rotation axis is tilted to

o 43.3.

(it) 23'4"

(iii) 33,s"

(iu) 24'3'

1x5=5
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[b/ Which of the following .methods is used to
determine the motion of tectonic plates?

(t) Seismic refraction

(it) Seismic reflection

liir/ Resistivity sounding

/iul Global positioning system (GPS) t I

(c) T}:.e epirogenic uplifts are thought to be caused
due to

0 orogenesis

/ir,) isostasy

/iirl continentaldrift

/iul None of the ibove t I

/d/ A plume under Hawaii rises in the center of the

(t) Pacific plate

(fil African plate

lriir/ Antarctic plate

/iu/ Indian plate I]
V/GEoL (vi)/ roa
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(3)

1e/ Coastal erosion is mainly caused by

(t) reduction of sediment supply

(it) relative sea-Ievel rise

/iii/ storm surge

(iu) Illtof the above t I

v/GEoL (vi)/ 163
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SEc"iloN-B

( Marks : 15 )

2. Write in about 3-4 sentences each : - 3x5=15

(a/ Importance of rotation

v/GEoL (vi)/163
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(b/ Seismic shadow zone

v/GEoL (vi)/ 163
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(6)

(c) Distribution of land during carboniferous period
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(d/ Trenches
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/e/ Active fault
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